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Statement: 
I am an excellent and ambitious multi media professional who can 
comfortably juggle multiple tasks in a breaking news environment. I have a 
track record of performing at the highest level and delivering the highest 
quality on-air product. As an anchor, reporter, and host, I am well versed in 
all aspects of the news cycle, possess an authoritative and a conversational  
on-air delivery, maintain a professional demeanor, and efficiently work 
independently or with a team. 

Employment: 
FOX News Channel New York, NY 
Freelance National Network Anchor  2015-Present 
Anchor “FOX News Headlines 24/7 on SiriusXM Channel 115” 
Operate radio board live for 4 hours while anchoring news during an 8 hour shift 
Write and deliver top notch news copy for air 
Handle breaking news effortlessly 

WVIA-TV  Plains Township, PA
Host  2015-Present
Host award winning weekly medical series, “Call the Doctor” 
Host, award winning/statewide series ‘Battling Opioids’, PBS
Research topics, interview panelists
Promote programs through social media 
Write teases for air and social media

WFMZ-TV  Allentown, PA 
Freelance Reporter & Anchor 2012-2015 & 2020-Present 
Package general assignment stories 
Deliver live shots with strength, clarity, accuracy, and confidence 
Generate compelling story ideas and participate in editorial meetings 

WOLF-TV  Plains, PA 
Host  2014 
Hosted and produced “Volpe on Fox”, a weekly political talk show 
Packaged news stories/Interviewed high profile guests  



WNEP-TV Moosic, PA  
Main Anchor, Reporter, & Producer  1999-2011 
Anchored & produced 4 pm newscast 
Anchored 5, 5:30, 10 and 11 pm newscasts 
Packaged general assignment stories with interactive stand-ups 
Delivered strong live shots 
Made public appearances/Emceed community events 

WWCP-TV/WATM-TV  Johnstown, PA  
Anchor & Reporter  1996-1999  
Reported & packaged general assignment stories 
Anchored weekend newscasts 
Filled in as main back-up anchor for weekday newscasts 
Delivered strong live shots 
    
WBKB-TV  Alpena, MI 
Anchor & Reporter  (One-Man Band) 1995-1996  
Co-Anchored 6:00 pm Newscast 
Anchored and Produced 11:00 pm Newscast 
Hosted and produced weekly magazine show 
Reported/Shot/Edited general assignment stories 
Generated story ideas 
  
KMCT-TV  Monroe, LA 
Anchor & Reporter  (One-Man Band) 1994-1995 
Anchored and produced weekday newscasts 
Reported/Shot/Packaged general assignment stories 
Generated story ideas 

Education: 
Pennsylvania State University, B.A. 1993 
Broadcast & Cable Communications 

Skills: 
Speaks Italian fluently  
Excellent writing and editorial news judgement skills 



Ad-libs effortlessly/Exemplifies strong live skills 
Meets deadlines and works well under pressure 
Experienced with computerized TV/Radio newsroom systems 
Proficiency with broadcast systems  

     


